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Toshihiro Tanaka, Shigeta Hara
Department of Materials Science and Processing, Graduate School of Engineering, Osaka University, Osaka, Japan

Thermodynamic Evaluation of Nano-Particle
Binary Alloy Phase Diagrams
Nano-particle binary alloy phase diagrams have been evaluated from the information on the Gibbs energy and the surface tension of the bulk size on the basis of the regular solution model. As the size of the particle decreases, the liquidphase region is enlarged in those binary phase diagrams, in
other words, the liquidus temperature decreases. Effect of
the size of the particle on the phase equilibria is remarkable
when the excess Gibbs energy is positive and its absolute
value is large in solid and liquid phases.
Keywords: Surface, tension; Regular solution model; Solidliquid equilibria; Nano-particle; Thermodynamics

1 Introduction
It has been known that the melting point of pure metals decreases as the size of the metal particles becomes smaller
[67Wro, 71Sam, 72Coo, 76Buf, 80All, 86All, 88Sak,
91Sas] since Takagi found this phenomenon for pure Pb
and Bi [54Tak]. Thermodynamic evaluation has been also
carried out to investigate the effect of the particle size on
the melting point of pure metals [09Paw, 48Rei, 60Han,
77Cou].
In our previous work [01 Tan2], we evaluated the binary
phase diagrams of small-size particle systems when the
phase diagrams consist of liquid phase and pure solid
phases, for example, Cu-Pb, Cu-Bi and Au-Si alloys.
From the information on the composition and temperature
dependence of the surface tension of the liquid phase, the
nano-particle binary phase diagrams can be calculated with
the thermodynamic databases, which contain a lot of information on the Gibbs energy to evaluate the phase diagrams
of the bulk size.
On the surface tension, the authors had already applied
those thermodynamic databases to the evaluation of the surface tension of liquid alloys and molten ionic mixtures, and
the interfacial tension between liquid steel and molten slag
[94Tan, 96Tan, 98Tanl, 98Tan2, 98Tan3, 99Tanl, 99Tan2,
99Tan3, 99Ued, OlTanl, 01Tan2]. From the above evaluations on the small-particle binary phase diagrams
[01 Tan2], we found
1. The liquid phase region of phase diagrams is enlarged as
the size of the particle becomes smaller. The change in
the phase diagrams with the particle size is remarkable
when the size of the particle is below 100 nm.
2. In alloys, of which the composition dependence of the
surface tension of the liquid phase shows large downward curvature, such as Cu-Pb and Cu-Bi alloys, the
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size of the particle influences largely the phase relations.
On the other hand, in Au-Si alloys, of which the surface
tension of the liquid phase changes smoothly with the
composition, the effect of the size on the phase relations
is not so large. The composition dependence of the surface tension is mainly determined from the excess Gibbs
energy of the liquid phase.
In the previous work [01Tan2], we focused on some
binary alloys, of which phase diagrams consist of liquid
phase and pure solid phases, and the solid solutions have
not been considered yet. We, however, need to make clear
the effect of the excess Gibbs energy on the nano-particle
binary phase diagrams including solid solutions more deeply. Pelton and Thompson [75Pel] have evaluated the binary phase diagrams in the bulk size systems by using the
regular solution model when various values of the interaction parameter of the model in both liquid and solid phases
were selected to elucidate the effect of the excess Gibbs energy on the binary phase diagrams, in which the melting
points of the components are fixed.
The purpose of the present work is to examine the effect
of the excess Gibbs energy in both liquid and solid phases
on the nano-particle binary alloy phase diagrams on the basis of the regular solution model.

2 Thermodynamic Equations
Liquid-solid phase equilibria are evaluated in the present
work. When a pure solid phase is selected as the reference
state of Gibbs energy, the total Gibbs energies in liquid
and solid phases, ilGTotal,Liq and ilGTotal,Soi , of an alloy system in a small particle with its radius r are described in the
following Eqs. (1)-(6) [01Tan2]:

+ LlGSurface,Liq

(1)

= LlGBulk,Sol + LlGSurface,Sol

(2)

LlGTotal,Liq = LlGBulk,Liq
LlGTotal,Sol

The Gibbs energies of the bulk of an A-B binary alloy in
liquid and solid phases, ilGBulk,Liq and ilGBulk,Soi in
Eqs. (1) and (2), which correspond to ilGTotal,P (P =Liq or
Sol) with r =oo, are expressed in Eqs. (3) and (4).
LlGBulk,Liq

LlGBulk,Sol

N A ilG~s

+ NB LlG~s + aExcess,Liq

= aExcess,Sol + RT(NA lnNA + NB lnNB)
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where ilG~s and ilG~sare Gibbs energies of pure components A and B in liquid phases relative to those of pure solid
phases, in other words, the Gibbs energy of the melting.
aExcess,Liq and aExcess,Sol are the excess Gibbs energies of
liquid and solid phases in the A-B alloy, NA and NB are the
mole fractions of components A and B, and R is the gas constant.
ilGSurface,Liq and ilGSurface,Sol in Eqs. (1) and (2), the effect of the smface on ilGTotai,P, are assumed as follows
[01Tan2]:
2a.Liq yLiq
ilGSurface.Liq = ____
r
ilGSurface.Sol

= 2a.Sol
__ySol
_

r
2(NACJ~olyiol

r

(5)

+ NBCJ~oly~ol)
r

(6)
where r is the radius of a particle, crLiq and crsoi are the surface tensions of liquid and solid alloys, yLiq and ysoi are
the molar volumes of liquid and solid alloys, cr~01 and ifs01
are the surface tensions of pure solid A and B, and
Vi01 and V~ 01 are the molar volumes of pure solid A and B.
Although the excess Gibbs energies stored in thermodynamic databases, which are used for the calculation of
phase diagrams of the bulk, were used in the previous work
[01 Tan2], the regular solution model is applied in the present work because various interaction energies can be selected easily as follows:
GExcess,Liq -_ N AN BQLiq
AB

(7)

GExcess,Sol -_ NAN BQSoJ
AB

(8)

where Q~~ and Qi~ are the interaction energies in liquid
and solid phases.
Since Pelton and Thompson [75Pel] assumed the simple
equation of the Gibbs energy of the melting in their evaluation of phase diagrams, we also use the following equations as they applied:

ilG~S

= TB,mp · SB,mp -

T · SB,mp

X

10- 8R

Tx,mr/K
{Vx,mp/m3 moi-l} 2/3

CJ~iq

= 1.2-0.0001 · (T- TA,mp)/Nm- 1

= 1200K)
(13)

cr~iq

= 0.6-0.0001 · (T- TB,mp)/Nm- 1

(TB,mp

= 600 K)

(14)
For the surface tension cr~01 of pure solid X, the following
equation was used in the previous work [01Tan2]:
"' Liq
Sol
Liq
uCJx (
crx = 1.25 · crx,mp
+---aT
T- Tx,mp ) (X= A or B)

(15)

In Eq. (15), we assumed the following:
1. The value of cr~01 of pure solid metals at the melting
point is found to be 25 % larger than that of pure liquid
metals on the average.
2. The temperature pependence of cr~01 is assumed to be the
same as that of crx1q.
3. The effects of crystal faces on cr~01 are ignored.
From Eqs. (13)-(15), the following relations are obtained:
cri01 = 1.25 x 1.2-0.0001 · (T- TA,mp)/Nm- 1
(16)
cr~01

=

1.25 x 0.6- 0.0001· (T- TB,mp)/Nm- 1

(17)

For the molar volume, we used the following values by assuming that the temperature dependence of the molar volume and the volume change due to the melting are neglected because the effect of the excess Gibbs energy and
the surface tension on the phase equilibria is focused in the
present work.

v;iq

= V~iq =

10

X

10-6 jm3 moC

1

(18)
(19)

(9)
(10)

(20)
(21)
The surface tensions ofliquid and solid alloy, crP (P =Liq or
Sol), are evaluated from Butler's equation [32But] as follows [96Tan, 98Tan1, 98Tan2, 98Tan3, 99Tan1, 99Tan2]:
RT NSurf
1
if= CJP +-In-A-+_ GE,P,Surf(T NSurf)
A
AA
NA
AA A
' B

(11)

where cr~i,i;,P and Vx,mp are the surface tension and the molar
volume of the element X at its melting point. When we
select Vx,mp = 10 X 10- 6 m\nol- 1, as described below, the
following rough relation is obtained from Eq. (11):

__
1 GE,P,Bulk(T N )
AA A
' B
CJP

= ifn

B

(22a)

RT NSurf
1
+-ln-B-+-GE,P,Surf(T NSurf)
AB
NB
AB B
' B

_ _!_ GE,P,Bu1k(T
(12)
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(TA,mp

It is assumed that the molar volumes of liquid alloy yLiq and
solid alloy ySol in Eqs. (5) and (6) are obtained from the following simple additivities:

where Tx,mp and Sx,mp are the melting point and the entropy
of fusion for pure substance X (X= A or B).
In the present work, Sx,mp is roughly assumed to be
10 J · K- 1mol- 1 according to Richard's rule [95Gas]. In
addition, we select here TA,mp = 1200 K and TB,mp = 600 K.
For the surface tension of pure liquid metals at their melting points, the following approximation has been reported
[88Iid] :
(JLiq (Nm- 1) = 4.8
X,mp

In addition, the temperature coefficient of the surface tension of pure liquid has been reported to be about
0.0001 Nm - 1K -I [881id]. Thus, we assumed the following
equation for cr~iq and cr~iq in the present work:

AB

B

N )
'

B

(22b)
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The surface tension aP of liquid or solid alloy can be calculated from Eqs. (22), (24)-(26) as follows:
1. Setting temperature Tand composition NB of a solution.
2. Inserting the values for surface tension a~ and molar
(P = Liq or Sol) of pure substances at the
volume
above temperature in Eqs. (22a) and (22b).
3. Determining the excess Gibbs energies in the bulk phase
at the above temperature and composition, and substituting them in Eqs. (22a) and (22b).
4. Then, Eqs. (22a) and (22b) become the simultaneous
equations with unknown N~urf and aP. These equations
are solved for those unknown N~urf and aP numerically.

Butler derived the above equation, assuming that the outermost monolayer of a material is the hypothetical "surface".
In Eqs. (22a) and (22b), N~urf is the mole fraction of
element B in the surface considered by Butler [32But].
3
13
(No =Avogadro number; X = A orB;
Ax = LN6
L = 1.091) is the molar surface area of Rure X, and this is
Gx'P,Bulk(T, NB) and
obtained from the molar volume
G~,P,Surf (T, N~urf) are the partial excess Gibbs energies of
component X in the bulk and the surface, respectively,
as functions of T and NB or N~urf (P = Liq or Sol).
G~P,Bulk(T, NB) can be obtained from the following relations:

Vk

(Vkf/

vk.

GE,P,Bulk(T N ) = GExcess,P _ N
B
' B
A

aGExcess,P
(23a)

aNB

aGExcess,P
GE,P,Bulk(T N ) = GExcess,P + (1 _ N ) _ __
aNB
B
' B
B

3 Calculation of Phase Diagrams in Nano-Particle
Systems
(23b)
Liquid-solid phase equilibria are obtained from the following thermodynamic conditions :

For the excess Gibbs energy in the surface
G~·P,Surf (T, N~urf), we derived the following equations
[96Tan, 98Tanl, 98Tan2, 98Tan3, 99Tan1, 99Tan2,
99Tan3, 99Ued, 01Tan1, 01Tan2] based on the model proposed by Yeum et al. [89Yeu].

Total,Liq

liA

Total,Liq

liB

Total,Sol

(27)

= liA

Total,Sol

(28)

=liB

(24)
Total,P - ilGTotal,P - N

liA
pMIX

= 0.83 : for liquid alloys

B

ailGTotal,P
(P = Liq or Sol)
aNB

(29)

(25)

Equation (24) means that G~·P,Surf (T, N~urf), which has the
same formula as G~P,Bulk(T, NB), is obtained by replacing
NB by N~urf in G~,P,Bulk(T, NB) (X= A or B), and then multiplying pMIX to G~,P,Bulk(T, N~urf). pMIX is a parameter corresponding to the ratio of the coordination number in the
surface to that in the bulk considering the surface relaxation
[96Tan,98Tan1,98Tan2,98Tan3,99Tan1,99Tan2,99Tan3,
99Ued]. For the solid solutions, we assume the following
value as pMrxby assuming the close-packed structure in the
present work because the coordination number in the bulk
is 12 and that in the surface is 9:
pMIX

-

= 9/12 = 0.75: for solid alloys

Total,P = ilGTotal,P

liB

+ (1 _

N )
B

ailGTotal,P
(P = Liq or Sol)
aNB
(30)

Table 1 summarizes the parameters used for the present
calculation of the phase diagrams. As shown in this table,
the melting points of pure components A and B are fixed
to be 1200 and 600 K, respectively. The entropy of melting is also fixed to be 10 J K- 1mol- 1. The surface tension
and the molar volume of pure components are selected in
Eqs. (13)-(19) as mentioned above. The interaction
parameters Q~~ and Q~~ are changed from -20 to 30 kJ
as shown in Figs. 2 and 3 which are described below in
detail.

(26)

Table 1. Parameters used in the calculation of phase diagrams.
Substance

Melting point
K

Entropy of fusion
JK- 1mol- 1

Surface Tension
Nm- 1

Molar volume
m 3 mol- 1

A

1200

10

1.2-0.0001 (T-1200): for Liq
1.2 x 1.25-0.000l(T-1200): for Sol

10 X 10- 6 : for Liq
10 X 10- 6 : for Sol

B

600

10

0.6-0.000l(T-600): for Liq
0.6 x 1.25-0.000l(T-600): for Sol

lOx 10- 6 : for Liq
10 X 10- 6 : for Sol

Q1~1kJ

QLiq

AB
kJ

30
20
10
0
-20
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Fig. 3a
Fig. 3b
Figs. 2c, 3c
Fig. 3d

15

0

Fig. 2b

Fig. 2a

-15

Fig. 2d
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1200

The change in the melting point of the pure substance
with radius r of the particle can be evaluated from the following Eq. (31), which is obtained from Eqs. (1), (3) and
(5) for the pure substance X:

Bulk---------------------------------------

~

~

1160

(a)

::J

"§

~GTotal,Liq

~ 1120-

=

~GBulk,Liq

+ ~GSurface,Liq

E

~

Melting point of substance A

1080
0

10

20

30

40

Radius of particle I nm

(31)

50

60

The temperature Twhich gives ~GTotal,Liq = 0 in Eq. (31) is
the melting point of pure X at a given radius r of a particle.
The size dependence of the melting points of the substances
A and B, of which physical properties are given in
Eqs. (9)-(19), is shown in Figs. la and b. The change in
the melting point with the particle size for pure Au calculated from the above Eq. (31) agrees well with the experimental result [71Sam], as described in our previous work
[01 Tan2]. Usually, pure metals have the following order of
~G~s, a~ and V~ (P = Liq or Sol):

Bulk---------------------------------.-- ..

600
~

~

580

(b)

::J

ttl

Q;
a. 560-

E

~

Melting point of substance B

540·
0

10

20

30

40

Radius of particle I nm

50

~G~s: about 103 -104 J mol
60

Fig. 1. Change in the melting point of pure substances A (a) and B (b)
with the particle radius.

,.,.P.
"X·

about 1 Nm- 1

P.
Vx·

about 1 X 10- 6 -10 X 10- 6 m 3mol-l

Thus, when the radius of the particle r is around 1 x
10- 9 -10 X 10- 9 m, in other words, r is of nano-size order,
~csurface,P has the same order of ~GBulk,P, which means that
the effect of the size of the particle on the phase equilibria is
noticeable when r decreases below 100 nm.

1200

(c)
,.,

~ 1000 \ ·····...

~1000

....
«i
.... 800

.B
•• •••• ulk

I

:::l

" ..

:

~ 800
~

600

.... ......

Liquid

5nm •.

~

Q)

1-

.

Cl,)

::I

c.
E
Q)

\

.....

Q)

········...
600 .

·· ...

L_ --------------------------------------- __ :~.:~.....::::::----400!

400
0.2

0
A

0.4
0.6
Mole fraction of B

0.8

1.0

0

A

B

0.2

0.4
0.6
Mole fraction of B

0.8

1.0

B

(d)

(b)
Bulk

Bulk
~1000

....
::I

<I>
....
«i
800
....
<I>

Q)

::I

Liquid

~ 800
Q)

c.

c.

E

E

~ 600

0
A

<I>

1-

f···· --------.. ------------------0.2

. ;:·: : :. . :

.......... _ ......_. _. _. _:::::. ..

600

·-------------~::-

0.4
0.6
Mole fraction of B

0.8

1.0
B

400
0

A

0.2

0.4
0.6
Mole fraction of B

0.8

1.0
B

Fig. 2. Calculated results ofthe phase diagrams with systematic change of Q~~ and Q~~ on the basis of the regular solution model (a-d).
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Figures 2 and 3 show the calculated results of the phase
diagrams by using the parameters in Table 1. In these figures, the solid curves indicate the phase equilibria in the
bulk (r = oo ). On the other hand, the chain and the dotted
curves are the calculated results for r = 10 nm and 5 nm, respectively. Figure 2a indicates the phase diagrams for the
ideal solutions in both solid and liquid phases, in other
·
f rom 0 to
words, Q L!q
AB =. QSol
AB = 0. Wh en QSol
AB mcreases
30 kJ with Q~'ri = 0, the phase diagrams change as shown
in Figs. 2b and c. Figure 2d shows the phase diagrams for
Qt~ = -20 kJ and Ql~ = -15 kJ as an example for
QA'ri < 0 and Ql~ < 0.
.
When Ql~ is fixed to be 30 kJ and Q~'ri changes from
+20 to -20 kJ, the phase diagrams are obtained as shown
in Figs. 3a-d. As can be seen in Fibo. 3, when the interaction
L"
S
parameters are Q A'ri ~ 0 and Q A~ ~ 0, the effect of the particle size on the phase diagrams is remarkable. As described
in the previous works [94Tan, 96Tan, 98Tan1, 98Tan2,
98Tan3, 99Tanl, 99Tan2, 99Tan3, 99Ued, 01Tan1,
01 Tan2], the liquid or solid alloys indicate the large downward curvature of the composition dependence of the surface tension in the conditions of Q~'ri ~ 0 and Ql~ ~ 0.
This composition dependence of the surface tension affects
the contribution of ,1GSurface,P to ,1GTotal,P. Especially, when
Ql~ ~ 0, in other Y.ords, the excess Gibbs energy of the
solid solution is positive and its absolute value is large,
the solid solutions do not appear in some of the phase
diagrams of the bulk as shown in Figs. 2c, 3c and 3d. However, when the particle size decreases, the contribution of

to ,1GTotal,Sol in the solid phase cannot be ignored. Consequently, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3, the solid solution appears in the small-particle systems even when the
bulk phase diagrams do not show the solid solutions.
In addition, the solid solution region is enlarged as the
size of the particle becomes smaller. Therefore, the smallparticle binary phase diagrams in Cu-Pb, Cu-Bi and
Au-Si alloys obtained in our previous work [01Tan2]
might be corrected by considering the solid solutions
although the solid solutions are not considered in the previous evaluations of those phase diagrams. However, we
need the exact information on the excess Gibbs energy of
the solid solutions of those alloys, which can be ignored
for the bulk phase diagrams.
In addition, we have to pay careful attention to the procedure to evaluate the surface tension a 8 of the solid solution
although Eq. (26) is used to evaluate a 8 in the present work.
We have already confirmed the validity of the procedure to
calculate the surface tension aL of liquid alloys by comparing the calculated results of aL with experimental values
[94Tan, 96Tan, 99Tan1, OlTanl], but Eq. (26) for a 8 is only
a trial as an approximation. As described above, the phase
diagrams of binary alloys in the nano-particle systems can
be evaluated from the information on the Gibbs energy and
the surface tension of the bulk phase although the following
rough assumptions have been still used in the present work:
1. Quantum effect on the nano-particle is not considered.
2. The effect of the curvature of the particle on the surface
tension is neglected although it has been reported that

,1GSurface,Sol

Liquid

1200

(c)

...

~ 1000 \ ········...
<I>
.._

Bulk
..........

I

::::1

::::1

".,

•

«i 800 :

«i
.._

a;

<I>

c.

·~

<I>

~

E

1-
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0
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0.4

~

:

i

:

i

~

~

·· .. ................

0
A

0.2

0.4

0.6

Mole fraction of B

1200 Bulk

~ 1ooo

.''-.

~ 800

···-.....

~- ---------------------------------- _______ :::.:-.......::::::- ----

(b)

'·'
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1 ··--..::·-...... __

Liquid

400 i

0.6

~ 1000 \I··-••• ,_

....
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Mole fraction of B

1200

•,

·snm.......... ..

:

(a)

400

~

~

<I)
S.....

Liquid

,....._

~

··· ... 10nm __
········-sn;~~~.:-----._

-------.. ..

l

800

1

............

6001

----..:~:"
·--:~

600 r.

r··-.
.5nm_..
\

if=::::::-:.:::::-:::::::::::-:::::::::::·.::-:::-::::::::·.::-:::-:.::-:=--~

0.8

1.0
B

0.8

1.0
B

(d)

· · ·-. . . . .

Liquid

··.

..... 4001
I

400

0
A

0.2

0.4
0.6
Mole fraction of B

0.8

1.0
B

2oo··--···-----------------------..···------------o
0.2
0.4
0.6
A

Mole fraction of B

Fig. 3. Calculated results of the phase diagrams with systematic change of .Q~~. and .Q~~ = 30 kJ on the basis of the regular solution model (a-d).
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the value of the surface tension is influenced by the curvature of the surface in a small particle especially below
r = 5 nm [49Tol, 79Mor, 89Gla].
3. The effects of crystal faces on the surface properties of
solid phases are ignored.
4. The relation between the surface tension of solid at the
melting point and that of liquid as well as the temperature dependence of the surface tension of solid is assumed to be common for all kinds of substances.

4 Concluding Remarks
The nano-particle binary alloy phase diagrams were evaluated from the information on the Gibbs energy and the surface tension of the bulk phase on the basis of the regular solution model although some rough approximations have
been applied in the present work. The surface tensions of
liquid and solid alloys are also calculated from the Gibbs
energy of the bulk in the above evaluation. The effect of
the size of the particle on the phase equilibria is conspicuous when the excess Gibbs energies in solid and liquid
phases are positive and their absolute values are large. Even
when the solid solutions are not apparently found in the
phase diagrams of the bulk systems, the contribution of the
Gibbs energy of the solid solution to the phase equilibria
cannot be ignored in the small-particle systems.
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